The equations governing the traffic of charge carriers during the filling, by ionizing radiation, of traps and luminescence centers in 
The equations governing the traffic of charge carriers during the filling, by ionizing radiation, of traps and luminescence centers in an insulator are numerically solved. The numerical solution is that of a set of four simultaneous differential equations governing the time-dependent functions of concentrations of electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands and in traps and centers. The results are more general and accurate than those reported previously since no assumptions concerning the proximity to equilibrium have to be made. Moreover, all previous calculations took into account the accumulated concentrations at the end of the irradiation, whereas we have considered an additional period of time after the excitation which allows for the relaxation of carriers in the bands.
This simulates the experimental conditions more accurately because during this time any charge carriers which may have accumulated in the conduction and valence bands will relax into the traps and centers and, in doing so, will contribute to the final concentration of trapped charge. In our calculations we have allowed for this by letting the charge in the bands decay for a period of time T following the cessation of the irradiation (which occurs at time t). Thus, the level of trapped charge n is calculated at time t+ T and this is taken to be a better representation of the trapped charge density. Results were obtained for very high and very low dose rates (intensities) of the radiation. Experimental findings of the dose dependence of thermoluminescence (TL) are susceptible to analysis by the approach developed by us. By adding a competing trapping level and changing the set of equations appropriately, we get a set of five simultaneous differential equations. In this way we can test the previous approximative results yielding a superlinear filling of one of the traps. It is found that, under an appropriate choice of parameters, superlinearity emerges, although the results are not identical to those of the previous approximations. In addition, an important result to emerge from the analysis is the possible dependence of TL output on the dose rate for a constant total dose. Recent experimental results of such a dependence on TL in quartz are shown to be in general accord with the numerical results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The irradiation of semiconductors or insulators with ionizing radiation at suitably low temperatures gives rise to the accumulation of trapped charge carriers at localized energy levels within the material's forbidden energy gap. It is the storage of trapped electrons and holes in this manner that allows the observation of thermoluminescence (TL) which is emitted when the material is heated following the cessation of the irradiation. The light emission is the result of radiative recombination of electron-hole pairs which have become freed from their traps as a result of the temperature increase. Thus, it is generally considered that monitoring the increase in TL emission with imparted dose of radiation (TL "growth curves") is a convenient means of studying the buildup of trapped charge in luminescent phosphors. 
In this model, the system involves the functions n(t), n, (t), ns(t), and n"(t)and the constant trapping parameters X, XI"A, A"andAI, . Each curve exhibits a region in which n (t +T) is nonconstant with f. The range of f over which n (t +T) is nonconstant increases as R increases. In some cases, n (t +T) is seen to decrease with increasing f, but as R is increased this behavior changes to one of increasing n(t+T) with increasing f. The values of the parameters used in this figure are the following: Nq =3X10' cm N=10" cm; A=10 ' cm's ', A"=10 "cm's ', and Aq --10 "cm's 
1 which differs from Eq. (7) by the factor of -, on the right-hand side.
Equations (7) and (8) = n"(N& n-l )Ar a-, Agni, (13) where the definitions of the parameters are the same as before with the addition of: nI -concentration of holes in the additional centers (cm ); NI -concentration of additional centers (cm ); AI -transition probability of holes from the valence band into the additional centers (cm s '); and AII -recombination probability of electrons from the conduction band with holes in the additional centers (cm s ').
We can now attempt to solve Eqs. (8) - (13) Figure 8 shows the results of ns(t + T) and nI(t + T) for the set of parameters given in the figure caption. While nI is seen to increase only by -5% as f is increased by a factor of 10, the value of nI, is seen to increase by a factor of -6 over the same range of f. This at least illustrates that we 81f = f n, A, ns --n, (N -n)A n, AII nI, - (9) dn =n, (N -n)A, 
( 15) duced an extra trap into the simple energy-level picture of one-trap -one-center (cf. Fig. 1 (14) - (18) Fig. 11 . At low values of f there is little charge accumulation in the conduction band and thus the approximate solution gives the same result as the numerical solution, and, of course, n(t)=n(t+T). However, as f increases both n(t) and n (t +T) may deviate from the solution of Eq.
(19) (which is independent of f)l. In Fig. 11(a) the parameters chosen are such that n (t + T) deviates from the approximate solution as f increases.
However, in Fig. 11(b) the chosen parameters produce the result that n(t+T) is essentially independent of f, but is still greater than n (r). A growth curve corresponding to the parameters given in Fig. 11(b) is shown in Fig. 12 
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We are now in a position to test these conditions more rigorously using the numerical analysis of Eqs. (14) - (18 14. An example of growth curves of (a) n(t+1) and (b) n(t) with R for which one or more of the inequalities in Eqs. (20a) - (20c) 
